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The 810 Portraits



Jack W. Stauffacher  printer  1996



Michelle Vignes  photographer  2007



Solomon Rino  poet  2010



Jim Faris  designer  2007



Judy Dater  photographer  2007



Sergey Rakitchenkov  violist  2017



Fritz Rauh  painter  2008



Amy Trachtenberg  artist  2010



Herbert Gold  writer  2008



Michael Harvey  type designer  2008



Mauro Panzeri  designer  2007



Leo Holub  photographer  2007



Nathan Oliveira  artist  2008



Ira Nowinski  photographer  2007



Paul Pangaro  cybernetician  2007



Norma Cole  poet, painter  2010



Joseph Bacon  musician, artist  2010



Gary Bukovnic  artist  2016



Matthew Carter  type designer  2011



Koichi Hara  artist, gallerist, designer  2016



Maestro Donald Runnicles  conductor  2007



Rebecca Solnit  writer  2007



Eric Karpeles  painter, writer  2010



Kevin Killian  novelist, poet  2009



Rondal Partridge  photographer  2010



George Kuchar  moviemaker  2007



Mike Kuchar  moviemaker  2007



Ruth A. Felt  concert presenter  2010



Tom Franco  actor  2008



Stephen de Staebler  sculptor  2007



Robert Bechtle  painter  2017



Naomie Kremer  artist  2007



Chip Lord  artist  2013



Nathaniel Dorsky  filmmaker  2008



Jon Jehu  artist  1994



Rudy VanderLans  designer, photographer  2007



Andrea Ponsi  architect, designer  2015



Gay Outlaw  sculptor  2010



Howard Junker  retired editor, writer  2009



Robert Johnson  curator emeritus, Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco  2008



William Winant  percussionist  2010



Will Alexander  poet  2017



Charles Amirkhanian  composer, radio producer, artistic director of Other Minds  2010



Andrew Hoyem  printer  2010



Bill Williams  classical musician, trumpeter, producer  2007



Erik Spiekermann  typographer  2015



Etel Adnan  poet, artist  2009



Mihai Nadin  theoretician  2007



Sandro Berra  curator, Tipoteca Italiana  2007



Paul J. Karlstrom  art, oral historian  2017



Dmitri Smirnov  composer  2002



Gray Brechin  historical geographer  2012



Eric Kroll  photographer, editor  2008



Eileen Gunn  writer  2010



Bill Berkson  poet  2008



Emil Miland  cellist  2016



Mason Bates  composer  2009



Jonathan Clark  photographer, printer  2007



Maestro Nicholas McGegan  conductor  2016



Bill Bennett  classical musician, oboist  2009



Slobodan Dan Paich  veteran theater director, interdisciplinary artist  2007



Jack Hirschman  poet  2008



Portraits by Dennis Letbetter

Dennis Letbetter, eminent photographer, produced these portraits not on 
assignment, or commission. He sought out creative individuals: painters, 
photographers, poets, novelists, musicians, filmmakers, and scholars, and 
proceeded to take their pictures with his 8 x 10 inch film camera. In most of 
the photographs the subjects look directly, eyes fixed at the camera; that is to 
say, at the photographer, and indeed right at you, the viewer. The faces shot 
by the photographer mirror his own vision, as well as the subject’s personal-
ity, by depicting his or her features. I have never understood the American 
custom, which wants the subject to show his or her teeth i.e., to smile for 
their pictures. We see no silly smiles in great portrait paintings, be they by 
Titian, Rembrandt, or Kokoschka, or photographs by Edward Steichen or 
Arnold Newman. It is the intense gaze, the psychologically penetrating real-
ism in many of Letbetter’s portraits, which persists in fascinating me as 
I look at his work.

Remembering his childhood in Flint Michigan, Letbetter photographed 
Fenton Road in color1, but generally – and especially for his portraits – he 
prefers the more abstract quality of black and white. He might agree with 
Max Beckmann: 

 All the things come to me in black and white like virtue and crime…
 Yes, black and white are the two elements which concern me... It is the 
 dream of many to see only the white and truly beautiful, or the black, 
 ugly and destructive. But I cannot help realizing both, for only in the 
 two, only in black and white can I see… a great and eternally changing 
 terrestrial drama.2

 

Peter Selz

1    mag no. 5 San Francisco 2015    
2 Beckmann, Max. On my Painting, (New York: Buchholz Gallery/Curt Valentin, 1941), 6.
 

Peter Selz  art historian  2010



Iago Study From an Italian

Province of the Fortunate

Given my sense that creative people see differently, it follows for me that 
looking into their eyes offers a different and more compelling experience 
than looking into the eyes of others. (The eyes used in issue number one 
of    mag are details taken from the portraits seen here). I hope my concentra-
tion on photographing the faces of the creative provides an expansive and 
humane experience. 

Although I had for many years made pictures of friends, I only took up the 
proper challenge of pursuing portraits around 2007, when Jean-Benoît Lévy, 
son of photographers, remarked, “You know so many interesting people, I 
hope you are taking portraits of them.” 

The examples from my work that were of interest to me were simple head-
shots made with a long lens, on an 8 x 10 inch sheet of black and white film. 
(I am deeply fearful that in my lifetime the film might cease being produced). 
The lens – a Schneider 480mm – I had purchased with a settlement from 
a car accident in 1980, in lieu of repairing my car. It is the same lens that 
Richard Avedon used in his triptych of Igor Stravinsky. Initially using both 
black and white backgrounds, it slowly became evident that the closest to 
my sensibility was simply to allow the sitter’s face to emerge from somber 
black. When we see a person they are in color, and three dimensions, and 
they move and seem always in focus. This is the work of our brains, not our 
eyes. With such a long lens there is a very limited depth of field, resulting in 
most areas of the image being out of focus. The quality of light is paramount: 
natural, reflected light, coming from the left side of the subject is essential to 
getting the image that I prefer. 

Anyone who lives outside of New York and reads the ny press is acutely 
aware of its imperious hubris. The song by Kander and Ebb, made famous 
by Frank Sinatra seems sadly to have permeated the dna of New Yorkers. It 
is presumed that every important artist, chamber music society, sports team, 
author, theatre, clever or innovative person, ambition, creation, or entrepre-
neur generates from New York. In fact, there are wonderful, creative people 
living all over the country and I feel a responsibility as a resident of San 
Francisco to honor with my portraits those living in the Bay Area and, sec-
ondarily, those who come here for cultural exchange. 

Julia Margaret Cameron  1867



My portraits are collaborations. ½ to 1 second exposures require full coopera-
tion and a calm face. Julia Margaret Cameron, with an even greater technical 
limitation, arrived at the most affecting, revealing portraits. Her pictures of 
Sir John Herschel allow me to care more about him as a human than about 
his genius. I am happy to acknowledge that the most beautiful portrait in this 
magazine is by Cameron,  Iago – study from an Italian. The very long exposures 
required for daguerreotype portraits give us faces in beautiful repose. 

I take twenty-two negatives of each sitter, which can seem redundant, in that 
most of them turn out to be of little interest. Only once has a sitter offered 
me ten good images. Most subjects only offer one or two good portraits. 
Some sitters are very open, vulnerable, and even fluid in their moods: some 
variously, some never. Generally, one image surfaces which can seem to be 
the portrait of a person at a given time in their lives. It could only have hap-
pened because I was prepared and they were willing participants. A portrait is 
a bit of a performance, a séance, a connection, a seduction between the sitter 
and I. It is always a waiting game. I must exercise patience in hoping that the 
subject will let go, and offer to my camera something of themselves, close to 
what Antonioni calls “interior realism:” 

 The aim was to put the camera inside the characters – not outside.

Jeanne d’Arc, by Carl Theodor Dreyer (1928), is the most important influence 
in my portraits. The close-up, intimate, unadorned, and uninhibited images 
by his cinematographer, Rudolph Maté, are for me of unsurpassed beauty. 
Other significant influences are Nadar, Stieglitz, Strand, Avedon, Nixon, 
Horsfield and Deakin. The connecting tissue between them is that they all 
trust what the face offers the camera.

Perhaps my desire to take a portrait lies in my interest in looking at someone, 
to honor those whom I respect, who wear these faces throughout their lives. 
Children love the ravaged faces of their grandparents. To someone who can 
truly see a face, the ageing process is superficial. I love the way almost ev-
eryone looks, but most people, myself included, do not accept how they look 
themselves. That there are more men than women in this volume has largely 
to do with the fact that many women have declined to be photographed, and 
the high incidence of the women who rejected my portraits saddens me.

We all have varying abilities to see. Most of us live in the province of the 
fortunate, and we take a face for granted. There is something special about 
face recognition that is poorly understood. Sufferers from prosopagnosia 
lack the capacity for facial recognition. As a result, a memory isn’t created 
and prosopagnosiacs lack in their imagination what they cannot perceive. 
Sufferers of severe congenital prosopagnosia (which affects around two to 
three percent of the population), have difficulty in recognizing even their 
husbands, wives, children, teachers, and colleagues. A much higher percent-
age (perhaps ten percent), are markedly below average in face identification 
though not cripplingly face-blind. Yet there is still no general recognition or 
public understanding of the condition. 

The artist Chuck Close, who is famous for his gigantic portraits of faces, 
has severe, lifelong prosopagnosia. He believes it has played a crucial role in 
driving his unique artistic vision. 

 I don’t know who anyone is and essentially have no memory at all for 
 people in real space. The reason I think I was driven to it was to take 
 images of people that matter to me and commit them to memory in the 
 best way I can, which is to slow the whole process down, break it down 
 into lots of little memorable pieces. When I flatten them out in a photo-  
 graph I can commit that image to memory.                                          

By contrast, people with Capgras syndrome recognize faces but no longer 
generate a sense of emotional familiarity. Since looking at a husband, wife, 
or child does not convey familiarity, the Capgras patient will argue that 
they cannot be the real thing – they must be clever impostors. People with 
prosopagnosia have insight; they realize that their problems with recogni-
tion come from their own brains. People with Capgras syndrome, in contrast, 
remain immovable in their conviction that they are perfectly normal and it is 
the other person who is profoundly, even uncannily, wrong.

In the film Dolls by Takeshi Kitano (2002), there is a moving story involv-
ing a young man who lives transfixed in his adoration of a teen female pop 
star. After a disfiguring accident, the singer refuses to be seen by anyone. In 
the most poignant scene, the man intently stares at photographs of his idol, 
memorizing her face, and then blinds himself in an act of devotional love. 



The Comte de Lautréamont with his Chanson de Maldoror, held a haunt-
ing presence over the Surrealist movement. Surrealists were further in 
Lautréamont’s thrall due to the paucity of biographical details about him, 
rendering him a perfect and useful cipher. He was even more enigmatic in 
that there was no known photograph of him, prompting Félix Vallotton and 
Salvador Dalí to create imaginary portraits. In A Lautréamont, Jules Supervi-
elle imagines, on the day he himself will die, seeing Lautréamont approach 
him barefoot on clouds, revealing his face and then departing. When in 1977 
a photograph of Lautréamont was discovered, Philippe Soupault challenged 
its authenticity, going so far as to suggest that it must be another imaginary 
portrait. It was not the photograph’s authenticity that was being challenged 
as much as its effect of seemingly diminishing Lautréamont’s status as a spec-
tral figure. The photograph reveals an awkward, droll looking young man. 
The Vallotton portrait seems in many ways more appropriate to my sense of 
Lautréamont than the photograph of him. In agreement with Surrealist or-
thodoxy, I have attachments to his written words that conflict with his image.

Imagine if we had photographic portraits of: 

Shakespeare, Sappho, Virgil, Montaigne, Homer, Durer, Giotto, Piero, Aesop, 
Cyrus II, Muhammad, Aristotle, Henry VIII, Julius Caesar, Martin Luther, 
Charlemagne, Plato, Cleopatra, Aeschylus, Louis XIV, Beethoven, Diogenes, 
Leonardo, Augustus, Bach, Kant, Saint Peter, Judas, van Gogh, Michelangelo, 
Descartes, Mozart, Cicero, Napoleon, Plato, Xenophon, Columbus, Rabe-
lais, Diderot, Dante, Li Po, Rumi, Petrarch, Catullus, Seneca, Blake, Byron, 
Schubert, Keats, Shelley, Molière, Aesop, a diptych of Jesus before the cruci-
fixion and after the resurrection. 

What would such portraits do to change our impressions of them? Are there 
those who would refuse to look at a photograph of Jesus? What if we found 
them too plain, unkempt, pompous, mean, with smiling eyes, or innocent, 
when we know they are not? Nadar has given us an impressive catalog of 
portraits of cultural personalities of Paris, for which I am grateful, but occa-
sionally the images conflict with the person I had imagined from contact with 
their work. Photographs of Abraham Lincoln are much more compelling 
than his painted portraits, as are those of Edgar Allen Poe or Charles Baude-
laire. Photographic portraits offer an electrifying access to a sitter’s humble 
mortality.

A small percentage of us have super recognition and can never forget a face. 
I am not that extreme, but I seem to naturally fixate and memorize what I 
have seen, to the extent that I can find myself approaching the unknown 
person months later as though we have actually met. I resist the urge unless 
the person offers me an initial sense of recognition. Similarly, I recently saw 
a woman whom I thought I knew. I left her in privacy later realizing that she 
was wholly familiar to me because of her uncanny resemblance to a friend 
who had recently died. Because of my fondness for my late friend, I still felt 
remiss in not acknowledging her doppelganger with a greeting, however 
absurd that would have been. 

I believe all of us have one condition or another, and that we live compen-
sating for them. Awareness of our own condition allows for a greater com-
passion for the conditions of others. I have thought that my own ability to 
remember faces is a result of my developing eye as an observant photogra-
pher, but perhaps it has always been merely a congenital tendency. I certainly 
believe my lifelong fascination with faces began at a fresh age. When I was 
perhaps three or four years old, my family went on a cross-country train trip 
from Michigan to southern California. I was sleepless all night, curious about 
everything in and out of the car. As the family legend goes, sometime in the 
wee hours, on my knees on the seat looking straight back for an extended 
period into the face of a kindly conductor, I offered: “you have a big nose”. 

Without suffering from any known face recognition syndrome, do we all see 
the same face when we look at my portraits? Do the sitters see in themselves 
someone different than we do?  Oliver Sacks, who had face blindness, ob-
served that: 

 One assumes that people are the way that one is.

Frederick Sommer speaks of needing to have residency of a place before 
daring to approach a city or a landscape with a camera. Do we then need to 
be familiar with a face before embarking on a portrait, or are we all similar 
enough in our humanity that a perceptive eye can succeed on a first meet-
ing? I believe the latter. Likewise, if the photographer allows a person to of-
fer the essence of himself, then a viewer should be able to comfortably fill the 
gaps essential for them to have a sense of knowing a person through their 
portrait. 

Dennis Letbetter
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